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systems have become increasingly prevalent due to the higher crime rate in our
society. Because of this increase in crime, advances in security systems have lead to
the development of one-touch door unlocking systems and remote vehicle starting
systems. A vehicle locking and unlocking system, such as a door locking and
unlocking system, is useful for many different purposes. For example, a vehicle
locking and unlocking system can be used to provide a security lock for a vehicle.
When a vehicle user desires to lock or unlock the vehicle, the user may insert an
identification key (i.e., the "primary" key) into the vehicle ignition switch and open or
close the vehicle door without physically going to the vehicle and turning the ignition
key. If the identification key is not suitable to unlock the vehicle, then the user is
required to use a special "alternate" key to unlock the vehicle. The use of a vehicle
locking and unlocking system is more efficient than conventional methods requiring
multiple key operations to accomplish a similar task. The use of a vehicle locking and
unlocking system further enhances the security and the ability of law enforcement
personnel to detect and capture or deter automobile thieves. For example,
automobiles equipped with standard, external security systems are frequently stolen
because the external security systems are exposed to break-in attempts when the
keys are removed. Therefore, advanced automobile security systems are more
efficient than conventional systems because the automobile user need not be
present at the vehicle to open or lock the doors, as is the case with conventional
systems.; Q is the equivalent capacitance; and T is the gate-to-source voltage. As a
direct result of using the gate-to-source voltage and the equation above, the peak
base current will be directly proportional to the gate-to-source voltage and the
waveform is directly proportional to the amplification factor f.sub.f. The amplification
factor, f.sub.f, is a function of the device structure and the bias conditions. The
conventional amplifier 10 of FIG. 1 provides an amplifier which may be used in a
"switching" amplifier environment. The
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